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Summary 
 
The main purpose of this paper is to forecast the one-month forward stock return by employing 
neural networks. The theoretical foundation and feasibility of this research are the efficient market 
hypothesis, which states that under weak-form efficiency, technical analysis based on the market 
pattern recognition is not able to predict the market movement in the future. However, we believe that 
traditional technical analysis or single technical indicator is not able to fully digest the current market 
information and hence the confirmation of market efficiency under this method is inconclusive. To 
solve this concern, we would like to collaborate deep learning method with technical analysis because 
deep learning system with nonlinear regression process is believed to recognize the market in a more 
comprehensive way. Our opinion upon Japanese stock market is that it might be predictable and deep 
learning can enhance the predicting power of technical analysis.  
While similar studies have been conducted in different financial markets with various techniques, 
our study uses H2O platform and R language to investigate Japanese market. The combination of H2O 
and R is flexible and user-friendly, therefore multiple models with different characteristics are tested 
easily. In terms of deep learning model, multi-layer artificial neural networks with back-propagation 
algorithm are employed to learn historical market information, etc. price and trading volume, during 
learning period and test the accuracy of results during testing period. 
The input data for neural networks consists of 15 technical analysis indicators and 5 liquidity 
  
measures of individual stock, of which the total amount is 217 for our research. The input dataset is 
expected to predict the one-month forward return of individual stock in the back-testing period from 
2010 to 2017. During the eight-year period, moving window prediction method is applied to achieve 
higher accuracy by using six years as the learning period all the time to process each prediction, and 
therefore there are two-year length of predictions in the end. The primary content after generating 
prediction is focused on the goodness of neural networks with different number of layers and neurons 
in each layer and how precise return predictions are. By comparing forecast results and actual returns, 
we find out models with relatively good performances and conclude that complex models with more 
hidden layers do not outperform simple ones. In addition, we observe advantages of neural networks 
over traditional linear regression using same dataset. It implies that with higher sophistication, deep 
learning models have greater predictive power and can be implemented for return forecast. 
To conclude, there is a certain accuracy in predicting returns for Japanese stocks when using 
technical analysis and liquidity measures data. Further portfolio construction strategy even implies 
that neural networks predictions can distinguish the good stocks and bad stocks successfully, hence 
can provide insights for further research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of main achievements of artificial intelligence techniques, the deep learning neural 
networks, have drawn high attention and become a popular research topic during recent decades, 
especially in financial discipline. Neural networks are designed to mimic human brains with neural 
systems and learn the past information in a higher intelligence than traditional mathematical methods. 
It is also able to evolve the model itself over time by constantly obtaining available messages. Due to 
these advanced functions, neural networks are expected to have capability of predicting stock prices 
and returns by many experts. 
When it comes to predicting financial market, the efficient market hypothesis is the most 
relevant and vital topic. If the market is able to be predicted, especially by using technical analysis 
indicators, the market is regarded to have lower efficiency than the weak-form efficiency. In other 
word, when the market follows random movements, it is categorized into the higher efficient markets, 
the semi-efficient market or strong-efficient market. In this paper, we are interested in the weak-form 
efficiency, the one that is implying the least efficiency among the three. We would like to investigate 
the Japanese stock market particularly, which is often regarded as a developed market and hard to 
predict. However, with the development of new techniques, many studies have provided good example 
of utilizing deep learning models to generate prediction system. If our prediction models can forecast 
stock returns with a certain accuracy, the weak form could be criticized in Japanese stock market. 
This research is conducted using H2O platform, a developed neural network tool. The technical 
indicators and liquidity measures are collected as inputs from year 2010 to 2017, ranging 8 years after 
the 2008 financial crisis. The output is one-month-forward individual stock return. Thus, our study is 
back testing the past and compares the actual returns with predicted ones for the same period. The 
input data is divided into two groups, which are learning dataset and testing dataset. A special design 
of this research is that moving window prediction system is applied. This moving window prediction 
uses 6-year learning period to forecast only one data point, which is the one-month-forward return. By 
moving learning periods month by month, there are in total 24 forecasted returns from January 2016 
to December 2017. We are also interested in characteristics of neural networks. With different settings 
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in terms of model characteristics, we compare the goodness of different deep learning models and 
discover the optimal one with specific layers and neurons number. The goodness of models is 
calculated by errors between predicted results and actual returns. Therefore, different models are 
comparable due to the same data sample and evaluation criteria. As a result, we observe that neural 
network models always outperform the linear regression when it comes to predict stock returns. The 
characteristics of neural networks is the key to generate higher accuracy so we focus on the research 
this topic. We find complex models with more layers or more neurons are not better off. On the contrary, 
the accuracy declines with the increase of layers, consistent with related studies. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the relevant 
studies concerning efficient market hypothesis, technical analysis, liquidity measures and neural 
network applications. The data screening for neural networks and details of model settings are 
described and explained in Section 3. Section 4 summaries the empirical results and provides robust 
test using portfolio construction strategy. Section 5 concludes our findings and gives suggestions on 
further work. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is a well-known theory in empirical and academic 
finance, constantly contributed by many professionals back to early 1900s and finally refined by Fama 
(1970). Started from that time, the EMH has been wildly accepted with its three forms, weak form, 
semi-strong form and strong form. In weak form efficiency, the stock price is believed to follow a 
submartingale and cannot be predicted by using its past prices and trading volumes. In other words, 
technical analysis, which helps to find patterns of stock price movement and hence predict future 
trends, is not able to lead to an abnormal return. However, fundamental analysis using companies’ 
fundamental information to evaluate firms is capable of finding undervalued opportunities and provide 
excess returns. In semi-strong efficiency, the stock price has already considered all of the current 
available information therefore even fundamental analysis cannot generate abnormal returns. The 
winner under this hypothesis is who have inside information that is not accessible for other market 
participants. The test of his hypothesis is renamed as event studies later and directly reveal the relation 
between the price movement and the new announcement. In strong-form efficiency, no one is able to 
get abnormal return because all prices have reflected all information. The last hypothesis known as 
the test of private information is therefore the easiest one to refute in reality. 
Technical analysis is a methodology of studying past market data, using many chart tools. Dow 
theory states that prices trend directionally, up, down, flat or some combinations. Its followers, or 
technical analysts, believe in the presence of these price trends and predictability of the future direction. 
They also suggest the market as well as investors are repeating themselves over time, hence the market 
is predictable. Friesen et al. (2009) present that there is bias in acquiring and interpreting market 
information for traders. They find the existence of autocorrelation of price movements, regarded as 
the subsequent effect of trader bias, and successfully predict price jumps for some stocks. Caporin et 
al. (2013) contribute to technical analysis by showing that the high and low prices of equity shares are 
largely predictable only on the basis of their past realizations. Sezer et al. (2017) transfer the most 
commonly preferred technical analysis indicators into a series of buy-sell-hold trigger signals and 
conclude that the neural network model can achieve comparable predictions of trigger signals against 
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the buy and hold strategy in most of the cases. In fact, majority of past related papers take a method 
of direction prediction, which is not aimed to forecast expected return but only buy, sell or hold signals. 
It is quite reasonable because technical analysis itself is playing the role of finding market turnover in 
the changeable environment. Usually this method will also lead to a relatively high prediction power.  
Liquidity is generally described as the ability of financial securities to trade within a certain 
period without affecting market price. Nowadays, more and more researchers are emphasizing that 
liquidity plays an important role in the field of asset pricing, because as they propose, investors require 
higher compensation for bearing more liquidity risk. Therefore, more illiquid stocks usually have 
higher expected returns. Amihud (2002) estimates liquidity from the perspective of asset return and 
trading quantity. Liu (2006) emphasizes trading speed from the viewpoint of zero daily trading volume. 
Datar, Naik, and Radcliffe (1998) use the turnover ratio as a proxy for liquidity. Pastor and Stambaugh 
(2003) consider asset liquidity to be sensitive to innovations in aggregate liquidity from the perspective 
of price impact. Lesmond et al. (1999) focus on the marginal trading cost by estimating the incidence 
of zero returns. In brief, there are many empirical studies concerning the measure of liquidity of stocks 
and for this paper, the positive relationship between illiquidity and return is considered as great 
importance when it comes to predict stock returns. 
Many markets have been found at least following the weak from EMH, especially in developed 
countries. Emerging markets, on the under hand, are discussed more under this topic due to high level 
of inefficiency and backward financial systems. Shynkevich (2012) constructs portfolio under 
technical strategies with U.S. small cap equities. The portfolio fails to generate abnormal returns, 
indicating the technical analysis has weak predictive power. Kim and Shamsuddin (2008) investigate 
the Asian markets and they find the Hong Kong, Japanese, Korean and Taiwanese markets are efficient 
in the weak-form while Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines markets are not. The Indian stock market 
is tested by Sunil (1996) and is implied not weak form efficient. Lim et al. (2009) examine the weak-
form efficiency of Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges and the results indicate returns from both 
of markets follow a random walk, revealing the weak form EMH in Chinese markets. Alexeev and 
Tapon (2011) test the weak form efficiency on the Toronto Stock Exchange, using technical analysis 
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and model-based bootstrap to generate price pattern. It has been concluded that although overall 
market cannot reject the weak form EMH, some sectors are less efficient than others. In addition, some 
scholars consider the efficiency of market can change over time. According to Cheung et al. (2011), 
the Hong Kong market was not weak form efficient before 1986 but may be after 1986 corresponding 
to the statistical test. 
Although many papers have found evidences that the Japanese stock market, as one of the most 
developed financial markets over the world, has a relatively high level of efficiency, it is worth to 
retest the market with advanced technologies like neural networks. Compared with traditional models, 
these techniques are able to find underlying inefficiency. Previous common measurements of market 
efficiency include the autocorrelation-based test and the variance ratio for random walk, but since the 
advent of machine learning techniques, dozens of papers in recent years start to focus on return 
prediction with more sophisticated deep learning models. Cao et al. (2005) compare the predictive 
power of linear models and neural network models in Chinese stock market, showing that neural 
networks fit well with the emerging market and outperform the linear models.  
In terms of application of neural networks, Mizuno et al. (1998) build a neural network model 
for stock index prediction, using some typical technical indices as inputs. It concludes that in 
predicting TOPIX, the neural networks outperform the single use of the technical indicator but 
underperform the buy-and-hold strategy. Abe and Nakayama (2018) apply deep learning models for 
individual stock from MSCI Japan Index. They prepare a list of fundamental factors as inputs and find 
the most accurate deep learning model with specific hidden layers and neurons. Shynkevich et al. 
(2017), who focus on S&P 500 components and use technical indicators as model inputs, observe the 
highest prediction accuracy when the input window length is roughly equal to the forecast window 
length. In brief, individual stock share is deemed to be the more reasonable research object of machine 
learning than stock indices. The input features and the evaluation of model predictive power are two 
keys for relevant research and the best design is still under discussion. 
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3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
This section introduces the data formation, the contents of deep learning model and main body 
of regression methodology. The first part explains the principle of a typical knid of neural network, 
the multi-layer feedforward artificial neural network (ANN), followed by the second part that lists the 
related coding message of deep learning function in H2O platform. The dataset for back-testing and 
prediction modeling is described in the third part. The forth section mainly presents the detail of the 
input factors including 15 technical analysis indicators and 5 liquidity measures. At last, the moving-
window regression method is explained in the fifth part. 
3.1   MULTI-LAYER FEEDFORWARD ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN) 
Deep learning is a crucial part of machine learning that is beneficial from the development of 
computer clusters recent the last decade. One of the well-established technique systems of deep 
learning is neural networks, which are biologically inspired by human brain and neuron structure. The 
simplest type of neural networks, ANN, is the main model of this paper and conducted with H2O 
platform and R environment. 
The multi-layer feedforward ANN is also known as deep neural network or multi-layer 
perceptron. It consists of input layer, hidden layers and out layer and the data digestion go through all 
of them to get final results. Within each layer, there is a list of nodes or neurons executing designate 
calculations. Between layers, various algorithms can be applied to adjust the weights of layer inputs 
and optimize the results for different aims. A general method for nonlinear optimization called gradient 
descent is often implemented and also internalized with H2O. The term feedforward implies the only 
one data processing direction inside ANN models, usually compared with the backward feeding 
concept in recurrent neural network (RNN). The powerfulness of ANN is its capability of storing 
experiential knowledge in learning process and implementing multiple nonlinear regressions. 
Another essential characteristic of neural networks is the back-propagation learning algorithm, 
which employs a backward phrase to minimize estimate errors after the training procedure. In RNN 
especially, back-propagation is the most important and complicated part of its algorithm. In this paper, 
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we would like take advantages of H2O programming where back-propagation is natively added into 
its multi-layer feedforward ANN. In this paper, all mentioned deep learning models or neural networks 
are conducted under multi-layer feedforward ANN of H2O with consistent characteristics, introduced 
comprehensively in the next part. 
3.2   APPLICATION PROGRAM H2O 
H2O is a well-known and easy-to-use open resource to conduct machine learning analytics. It 
is chosen other than Karas and Tensorflow, which are also popular platforms for machine learning 
programming nowadays, because H2O is not written in Python and has a package directly bond with 
R. Moreover, H2O has a deep learning function based on a multi-layer feedforward artificial neural 
network that is trained with stochastic gradient descent using back-propagation. Therefore, all deep 
learning models of this paper are built within H2O deep learning function. 
Though the H2O deep learning provides lots of convenience and simplifies mathematical 
process for beginning learners, there are some important arguments in need of manual settings. Firstly, 
the activation function is fixed for all models at “TanhWithDropout”. Tanh activation is usually 
preferred in pursuit of higher accuracy to the default activation, Rectifier. At the same time, Rectifier 
activation has vanished gradient for negative inputs while Tanh activation has both positive and 
negative scales, which is preferred in return prediction of this paper. Tanh activation with dropout rate 
is chosen in order into reduce overfitting problems, according to Kochura et al. (2017), and the number 
is set at 0.1. Secondly, having a similar role with dropout, L1 and L2 penalty are applied instead of 
using the default. The setting is simply adding the non-zero number for L1 and L2 parameters. Thirdly, 
the validation set is specified to help tune the deep learning model. The validation frame can be used 
to stop the model earlier when overwrite_with_best_model = T and keep the optimized model without 
running too much rounds. An additional setting of seed is needed to generate robust results when there 
is a validation set. The number of seed must be the same for splitting validation set at the beginning 
and processing deep learning later. At last, the reproducible argument is needed to be true to make sure 
there is only one unique series of output. Other unmentioned arguments are not specified and using 
default. 
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Besides the above settings for all models, two special arguments, the input x and hidden, are 
various for different models and the accuracy of prediction could highly rely on these two arguments. 
The number of hidden layers and layer size are crucial for deep learning models, while there is no best 
combination that can be widely accepted. According to different situations, there are could be some 
optimization of models after trials. Therefore, 6 types of hidden layers and 2 type of layer size are 
designed in this paper to compare deep learning models and find out the one with relatively best 
performance. The number of layers follows a sequence from 1 to 6, while in each layer the number of 
neurons is set as either 50 or 100, corresponding to research blogs on the Internet. The neuron number 
is relatively big because using the available inputs to predict stock returns seems rather complex and 
may require more complex model with more hidden layers and neurons. Bigger size and larger number 
of layers might result in the overfitting problem, hence arguments like dropout is necessary. On the 
other hand, since we have two types of inputs, there are three alternatives for input-dependent models, 
which are 15 technical indicators only, 5 liquidity measures only and 20 variables together.  
By running lay-dependent deep learning models, two optimal ones with either 50 neurons or 
100 neurons are generated in the first part of Section 4. After generating the optimal models in both 
cases, the input-dependent models are conducted and to find out if there is a significant difference 
among different inputs. 
3.3   DATA OF JAPANESE STOCKS 
Referring to past studies that investigate different stock markets by individual stock, this paper 
also uses market index components and try to predict the one-month forward return of representative 
stocks. In terms of Japanese market, the two most indicative and leading stock indices are TOPIX and 
Nikkei 225. The latter one is selected for several reasons. At first, since the main inputs are technical 
indicators, Nikkei 225 components that are top 225 blue-chip companies are likely to have more 
meaningful number of historical prices and trading volumes. In other words, the effectiveness of data 
is one of our concerns. Moreover, this stocks universe has a more workable size. In order to cover 
more alternatives of inputs and maintain an acceptable running speed, the stock amount we would like 
to use is therefore sacrificed to some extent. 
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Year 2010 to 2017 is decided to be the entire horizon for this research, considering the 2008 
financial crisis and the afterwards effect in Japanese market. Since the Nikkei 225 constituents are 
review annually, we screen all the stocks that were never be excluded in the Nikkei 225 over this 8-
year period and the data sample reaches 217 stocks in the end. The industry distribution of our data 
sample is shown in Figure-A1 in Appendix. Input data collection includes 15 technical indicators and 
5 liquidity measures of each stock. The former type is directly downloaded from Bloomberg and the 
latter type are calculated with historical trading volumes and prices. Involving liquidity measures 
differs this paper from previous studies. As a new tentative type of variables for stock return prediction, 
we believe it can bring great contributions since many empirical works have improved traditional asset 
pricing models by adding liquidity. Also, as the response or output variable of deep learning models, 
the monthly stock returns from 2010 to 2017 are prepared. 
3.4   TECHNICAL INDICATORS AND LIQUIDITY MEASURES 
Technical analysis is a way to predict future through the study of past, simply speaking. Its 
direct relation with weak form EMH is one of reasons for choosing technical analysis indicators as 
main part of input variables. At the same time, fundamental factors like price to earning ratio and so 
on are exclude in this paper in order to concentrate on one hypothesis test. From our point of view, the 
way technical analysis works is similar with that of neural networks. Both of tools aim to find current 
or future market patterns from the past, though some external drivers are not necessarily exclusive for 
neural networks. We want to combine and enhance the relation between technical analysis and neural 
network, with expectation that they can together provide good forecast of financial market. 
There are 15 types of technical analysis indicators selected and displayed as follows. All of 
them are historical prices related and use month as period for all calculations when it is needed.  
1) Percent Bandwidth (%B) 
It is an indicator derived from the standard Bollinger Bands (BB) indicator. Bollinger Bands 
are a volatility indicator which creates a band of three lines which are plotted in relation to a security's 
price. The middle line is typically a 20-period simple moving average. The upper and lower bands are 
2 standard deviations above and below the SMA (middle line). What the %B indicator does is quantify 
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or display where last price is in relation to the bands. %B can be useful in identifying trends and trading 
signals. A buy signal is confirmed with %B bigger than 1 and a sell signal is confirmed with 
negative %B. 
%𝐵 = (𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 − 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐵𝐵)/(𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐵𝐵 − 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐵𝐵),                                    (1) 
2) Commodity Channel Index (CMCI) 
It is originally introduced by Donald Lambert in 1980, only for commodities. Nowadays CCI 
is used for equity too, calculated as the difference between the typical price and its 20-period simple 
moving average (𝑆𝑀𝐴) divided by the mean absolute deviation (𝑀𝐷) of the typical price. The typical 
price 𝑝௧ equals to the average number of the intraday highest, lowest and close prices. The inverse of 
0.015 is the scale factor. The cross down +100 of CCI is considered as a sell signal and cross over -
100 of CCI is considered as a buy signal. 
𝐶𝐶𝐼 =  
1
0.015
𝑝௧ − 𝑆𝑀𝐴(𝑝௧)
𝑀𝐷(𝑝௧)
,                                                          (2) 
3) Average Directional Movement Index (ADX)  
It is referred to determine the relative strength of a trend, either upwards or downwards. To 
calculate ADX, firstly the directional movement indicators including plus directional movement 
(+DM) and minus directional movement (-DM) are needed, which are featured by Wilder in his 1978 
book. +DM equals current minus the prior high and -DM is prior low minus the current low, both 
positive. Next, divide the 14-period smoothed Plus Directional Movement (+DM) by the 14-period 
smoothed True Range (TR), the calculation of which is revealed in the 8th indicator ATR, to get the 
14-period Plus Directional Indicator (+DI14). -DI14 is calculated in the same way and both of them 
are multiplied by 100. Then the directional movement index (DX) is computed as follows. ADX is 
simply a 14-day average of DX. As an indicator, when ADX is bigger than 20 it implies a trending 
market, while smaller than 20 implies non-trend. 
𝐷𝑋 =  
𝐴𝐵𝑆[+𝐷𝐼14 − (−𝐷𝐼14)]
+𝐷𝐼14 + (−𝐷𝐼14)
× 100,                                                      (3) 
4) Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD)  
The actual input is the MACD histogram, developed by Thomaas Aspray in 1986. Prior to the 
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introduction of MACD histogram formula, exponential moving averages (EMAs) are computed which 
overweight more on recent prices relative to simple moving average. An example formula for a current 
10-period EMA shows as follows, where 𝐸𝑀𝐴௧ିଵ initially equals to previous 10-period SMA and 
𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 equals to 2 Time periods + 1⁄ . The MACD histogram in fact measures the distance 
between MACD* and its 9-period EMA, or the signal line. That MACD* is based on 12-period EMA, 
the fast EMA, and 26-period EMA, the slow EMA. The bigger positive (or negative) histogram 
number indicates a larger divergence to the upside (or downside) trend while the smaller absolute 
number indicates the convergence. Simply speaking, the convergence hints the reversal of the market 
trend. 
𝐸𝑀𝐴௧ = (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 −  𝐸𝑀𝐴௧ିଵ) × 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 +  𝐸𝑀𝐴௧ିଵ,                             (4) 
𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐷 ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡. = (𝐸𝑀𝐴12 −  𝐸𝑀𝐴26) − 𝐸𝑀𝐴9 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐷,                            (5) 
5) Relative Strength Index (RSI) 
It is developed by Wilder as well. As a momentum oscillator, it is considered overbought when 
above 70 and over sold when below 30, ranging between 0 to 100. Additionally, when this signal 
breaks the 70 and 30 lines, it is considered divergence but has two types, bearish and bullish. For 
example, above 70 numbers that are declining indicate a bearish trend, or a less upside momentum. 
𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝑜 = ((𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 14 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑎𝑣𝑔. 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠) × 13 
+𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠)/14,                                                       (6) 
𝑅𝑆𝐼 = 100 −
100
1 + 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠⁄
,                                        (7) 
6) Stochastic oscillator %K (TAS_K) 
Stochastic oscillators are also momentum indicators involving the previous high and low in 
the setting period. The default is 14 periods, which can be days, weeks or months, but here 10 periods 
is set for the look-back length. %K is the most volatile version of stochastic oscillator. Usually, %K 
above 75 is regarded as a sell signal and below 25 is regarded as a buy signal. 
%𝐾 =
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐿𝑜𝑤
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐿𝑜𝑤
× 100,                                          (8) 
7) Stochastic oscillator %D (TAS_D) 
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It smooths %K with a 5-day SMA, while 3-day is often the default. When %K cross above %D, 
a buy signal is found and vice versa. 
%𝐷 = 5 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑆𝑀𝐴 𝑜𝑓 %𝐾,                                                              (9) 
8) Average True Range (ATR) 
As partially mentioned in the third indicator ADX, ATR is a measure of volatility, defined by 
Wilder. TR is defined as he greatest of the following three, current high less the current low, current 
high less the previous close with the absolute value and current low less the previous close with the 
absolute value. At the starting point, the first 14-day prior ATR and the average of the TR values. 
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑇𝑅 =
[(𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑇𝑅 × 13) + 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑅]
14
,                                    (10) 
9) Parabolic Studies (PTPS) 
This indicator is known as “stop and reverse (SAR)”. For the rising SAR, it is calculated by 
prior SAR, extreme point (EP), which is the highest high of the current uptrend, and an acceleration 
factor (AF), starting at 0.02 and increasing 0.02 each time the extreme point reaches a new high. The 
maximum of AF is 0.2. The prior SAR for the first SAR calculation equals to the previous low. SAR 
is considered as a trend following indicator. Once the rising SAR cross over the price, a sell signal 
emerges and the falling SAR below price is also a reversal signal for buying. 
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐴𝑅 + 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝐹 × (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑃 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐴𝑅),                   (11) 
𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐴𝑅 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝐹 × (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐴𝑅 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑃),                   (12) 
10) Fear and Greed (FG) 
The Bloomberg’s FG indicator is the spread of two weighted 5-period moving averages of the 
True Range (TR). It is calculated in a way that it oscillates on a zero-based line. When FG is positive, 
there is a market panic and sell signal and vice versa. 
11) Williams %R 
Developed by Larry Williams, %R is a momentum indicator that is the inverse of fast stochastic 
oscillators. The setting for %R of this paper follows the default, 14 periods. The most recent close, the 
highest high and lowest low over the 14 periods are used in formula. The centerline is -50 in this case, 
where the indicator between 0 and -50 points out a buy recommendation and that between -50 and -
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100 is a sell recommendation. 
%𝑅 =
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤
× −100,                                      (13) 
12) Momentum 
It is simply the difference of current close price and previous close price. Here the previous 
close is set at 10-period ago.  
𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 =  𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 10 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑜,                                 (14) 
13) Rate of Change (ROC) 
It measures the percent change in price from one period to the next. In other words, ROC 
compares the current price with the price some periods ago. It is also regarded as the purest form of 
momentum. When ROC goes down and price is trending up, it is a buy signal; when ROC goes up and 
price is trending down, it is a sell signal. 
𝑅𝑂𝐶 =
𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 − 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 30 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑜
𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 30 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑎𝑔𝑜
× 100,                                  (15) 
14) Hurst Exponent 
It is very special among all of indicators because a rescaled range function 𝑅(𝑛) 𝑆(𝑛)⁄  and 
time series 𝑛 are used. As an index of long-range dependence, if H is over 0.5, it implies a long-term 
positive autocorrelation, or high persistence of current trend, while the other side of 0.5 implies a 
reversal of trend. 
𝐸 ቈ
𝑅(𝑛)
𝑆(𝑛)
቉ = 𝐶𝑛ு 𝑎𝑠 𝑛 →  ∞,                                                    (16) 
15) MaxMin Retracement 
In terms of MaxMin process, there is a term called 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 coincide with the main trend 
of price and the other term called 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, opposite to the 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡. The former one is the 
difference between the new high and previous low, while the latter one is the difference between the 
new high and high low. Therefore, the retracement of MaxMin of some period can be calculated as 
follows. 
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒. =  
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
,                                                        (17) 
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In fact, all selected technical indicators above are not involved with stock trading volume. 
Considering this pitfall of data downloaded from Bloomberg, 5 liquidity proxies, ILLIQ, LOT, LMx, 
Turnover and Gamma are computed and comprise the other input list. Liquidity role has been highly 
regarded as important in recent years because it drags empirical research of stock returns closer to real 
market, by considering real cases like transaction costs. Many previous papers have payed attention 
to measure the liquidity of each stock and then update their asset pricing models. There are many ways 
to calculate the liquidity and this paper choose five of them with most known value of research. Like 
many advanced technical analysis indicators, these liquidity measures are expected to reveal some 
patterns after summarizing the past data.  
Liquidity is not an observable variable in general. For example, many proxies for liquidity, 
such as the bid-ask spread, are based on microstructure data and are not available over a long-time 
horizon. Thus, these 5 liquidity proxies are actually computed from the angel of illiquidity rather than 
liquidity and cover many dimensions of illiquidity.  
1) Amihud (2002) ILLIQ 
This illiquidity measure is defined by Acharya and Pedersen in 2005, where 𝑟௧ is the daily 
stock return on day t and 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒௧ is the dollar trading volume on day t. This indicator can capture 
the price response to one dollar of trading volume, also belonging to price impact measurement. 
𝐼𝐿𝐿𝐼𝑄 = ෍
|𝑟௧|
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒௧
௧
௧ୀଵ
,                                                              (18) 
2) Lesmond, Ogden and Trezcinka (1999) Marginal Cost for Trades (LOT) 
This estimator of effective transaction costs developed by Lesmond et al. in 1999. They suggest 
that stock true unobserved return is a function of market return, similar with CAPM model, and also 
assume that the marginal informed investors are rational and that they will trade only when the excess 
return of stock j above the market return exceeds transaction costs. The parameters 𝛼ଶ௝, standing for 
buyer’s transaction costs and 𝛼ଵ௝ , standing for seller’s transaction costs, can be both obtained by 
maximizing the logarithm of likelihood function of the relation between the unobserved stock return, 
observed stock return and market return. 
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𝐿𝑂𝑇 = 𝛼ଶ௝ − 𝛼ଵ௝ ,                                                                  (19) 
3) Liu (2006) Zero-Trading Volume Day Measure (LMx).  
It is a turnover-adjusted zero-return measure of illiquidity. 𝑁௭ is the number of zero trading 
volume days, 𝑇𝑉𝑥 is the turnover rate in the previous x months, 𝑁𝑥 is the number of trading days 
in the previous x months, and 𝐷𝐹 is a deflator to ensure that the second term in the square brackets 
falls in the range of zero to one (not inclusive) for all sample stocks. In brief, this measure captures 
the multidimensional nature of liquidity. 
𝐿𝑀𝑥௜,௧ = ቎𝑁௭ +
1
𝑇𝑉𝑥
𝐷𝐹
቏ ×
21𝑥
𝑁𝑥
,                                                      (20) 
4) Turnover Ratio (Turn) 
Developed by Datar in 1998, this monthly turnover is computed using daily trading shares and 
issued shares one year before. 
𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛௧ =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠h𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒𝑑
,                                 (21) 
5) Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) Return Reversal Measure (𝛾)  
Gamma is also a price impact measurement like LOT, calculated by the following regression 
by Pastor and Stambaugh in 2003. 𝑟௧௘ is the security’s excess return above the market return on day 
t and 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒௧ is the trading volume in dollars on day t. The coefficient on the signed trading volume, 
γ, is expected to be negative.  
𝑟௧ାଵ௘ = 𝜃 + 𝜙𝑟௧ + 𝛾𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑟௧௘)(𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒௧) + 𝜀௧ ,                                   (22) 
 
Since all liquidity measures are originally computed in daily basis, monthly end data of 
technical indicators are extracted and compose input set. The descriptive statistics of input variables 
are displayed in Table-A1 in Appendix, and the correlation matrix of all input variables is shown in 
Figure-1. There are high positive correlations between several technical indicators, such as 0.98 
between Bollinger Bands (BB) and Commodity Channel Index (CMCI). It can also be observed that 
there is little correlation between technical indicators and liquidity data. 
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Figure-1: Correlation of Input Variables 
Notes: The first five variables display 5 liquidity measures and the rest are technical indicators, all in 
abbreviated form.  
 
 
3.5   DYNAMIC TRAINING WINDOW 
A common way to run deep learning model is to split the sample data to training, validation 
and test sets. When the sample data is fixed, the prediction numbers of test period will come out at one 
time after training and validation. Abe and Nakayama (2018) suggest to use a moving window for 
training and testing to predict the one-month forward return for each stock. In their paper, the latest N 
month value of input variables comprise a set of training data to predict the stock return, while most 
of input variables are fundamental factors. In addition, Skabar and Cloete (2002) apply the similar 
methodology while using technical indicators as input variables. Both of papers claim that by dynamic 
training and testing data over time, the prediction model can achieve better optimization because it is 
allowed to change from past to future. Therefore, referring to this methodology, this paper also uses 
the moving window for training and validation. In the 6-year training and validation procedure, neural 
networks analyze the relation between 20 input variables and one-month forward returns for individual 
stock. After optimizing the model, return of the first month after that 6-year period is predicted based 
upon testing-period input dataset, which is across only one month. For instance, the first deep learning 
model of stock i will use its technical indicators and liquidity measures from January 2010 through 
ILLIQ LMx Turn Gamma LOT BB CMCI ADX MACD RSI K% D% ATR PTPS FG %R Mom. ROC Hurst Retra.
ILLIQ 1 0.05 -0.02 -0.04 0.39 -0.06 -0.06 -0.09 0.01 -0.12 -0.06 -0.08 -0.12 -0.14 -0.05 -0.07 -0.04 -0.12 -0.01 -0.14
LMx 1 -0.62 0 -0.2 0.03 0.04 0.04 -0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07 -0.1 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.02 -0.03 0.03 0.02
Turn 1 0.01 0.41 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 0.05 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 0.06 -0.04 -0.02 -0.07 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.04
Gamma 1 -0.01 0 -0.01 0 -0.01 0.01 0 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0 0.01
LOT 1 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.1 -0.06 0 -0.02 -0.08 -0.13 0.01 0 0.03 -0.08 0.02 -0.12
BB 1 0.98 0.14 0.44 0.88 0.85 0.8 -0.01 -0.03 0.53 0.92 0.5 0.48 0.02 0.01
CMCI 1 0.13 0.44 0.86 0.81 0.81 -0.01 -0.03 0.53 0.87 0.5 0.48 0.02 0.01
ADX 1 0.04 0.31 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.11 0.15 0.44 0.04 0.13
MACD 1 0.34 0.37 0.45 -0.13 -0.14 0.74 0.41 0.83 0.13 0 -0.08
RSI 1 0.76 0.77 0.06 0.07 0.55 0.82 0.51 0.72 0.03 0.08
K% 1 0.77 -0.03 -0.06 0.45 0.94 0.46 0.39 0.01 0
D% 1 -0.01 -0.03 0.51 0.84 0.51 0.47 0.01 0.02
ATR 1 0.93 0.14 -0.02 0.11 0.09 -0.01 0.95
PTPS 1 0.14 -0.05 0.11 0.11 -0.01 0.96
FG 1 0.5 0.83 0.34 0 0.2
%R 1 0.49 0.43 0.01 0.01
Mom. 1 0.32 0 0.18
ROC 1 0.04 0.07
Hurst 1 -0.01
Retra. 1
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November 2015, as the set of inputs. The corresponding output is the return series of that stock from 
February 2010 to December 2015. After accomplishing the first deep learning model, its return of 
January 2016 is predicted using input data of December 2015 and the next model is made in the same 
way by both moving the training period and testing period one month forward. In the end, the stock i 
will have 24 values of predicted returns from January 2016 to December 2017. 
The same sets of data are regressed linearly for return prediction, as the counterpart of neural 
networks. Similarly, a set of 6-year input variables are explanatory factors, which are defined as 𝑋௝ 
at time t in formula below and the return in one month is the explained factor. The whole regression 
will move month by month to predict return series.  
𝑅𝑒𝑡௧ାଵ = 𝛼௧ + 𝛽௝௧𝑋௝௧ + 𝜇௧ ,                                                         (23) 
All stocks are regressed under this moving-window process separately. The result of deep 
learning regressions and linear regressions can be comparable due to the same regression dataset. 
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4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
In this section, deep learning models and linear models are compared for their goodness under 
many situations. In the first part, the predictive neural network models with different settings of layer 
and layer size are contrasted. The results align with our expectation that the complex model is not 
necessarily better than simple models with few hidden layers. In the second part, the input is adjusted 
for the multi-layer models with relatively optimized performances from the first comparison to show 
how the embedded information varies for different type of inputs. A simple portfolio construction 
strategy is applied in the last part to evaluate the prediction power of neural networks. 
4.1   PREDICTION RESULTS OF MULTI-LAYER MODELS 
We build one neural network model for every one-month forward return, hence from January 
2016 to December 2017, we have 24-month or 5208 predicted returns for all stocks derived from 12 
deep learning regression models and one linear model respectively. Since the non-linear models share 
the exact same data sample with the linear model, the result as well as the goodness of model are 
comparable.  
The common evaluation metrics available for regression models includes Mean Squared Error 
(MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). There is no perfect 
evaluation method currently for deep learning models. Therefore, by defining as follows, this paper 
chooses simply MAE and RMSE as evaluation metrics for neural networks.  
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
1
𝑛
෍(𝑦௜ − 𝑦ො௜)ଶ
௡
௜ୀଵ
,                                                           (24) 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ඩ 
1
𝑛
෍(𝑦௜ − 𝑦ො௜)ଶ
௡
௜ୀଵ
,                                             (25) 
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1
𝑛
෍|𝑦௜ − 𝑦ො௜|
௡
௜ୀଵ
,                                                            (26) 
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Table-1: MAE and RMSE of deep learning models 
Notes: Evaluation metrics MAE and RMSE are computed by the real-time returns and predicted returns. 
The column shows the results with different model settings, etc. 1 hidden layer with 50 neurons inside 
for the first cell. The last row shows the goodness of the linear regression model, using all inputs as 
explanatory variables for one-month-forward return. 
  50 neur. 100 neur. 
Hidden layer(s) MAE RMSE MAE RMSE 
1 5.0005 6.5451 4.4308 5.8721 
2 4.9184 6.5078 4.2180 5.6266 
3 4.8271 6.4628 4.2917 5.7330 
4 4.7369 6.3715 4.4176 5.9559 
5 5.1255 6.8640 4.7850 6.4469 
6 5.3215 7.1462 5.0918 6.8311 
Linear 5.3799 7.2284 5.3799 7.2284 
*All number is in percentage    
 
MAE measures the average magnitude of the errors in a set of predictions, without considering 
their directions. It is the average over the test sample of the absolute differences between predictions 
and actual observations where all individual differences have equal weight. On the other hand, RMSE 
is the square root of the average of squared differences between predictions and actual observations. 
It is believed that RMSE has the benefit of penalizing large errors more than MAE because the errors 
are squared before they are averaged. Therefore, RMSE gives a relatively high weight to large errors. 
Both methods indicate that the lower the number, the better the model is.  
The goodness of models with different neuron numbers and layer numbers is summarized in 
Table-1. It is found that in general models with100 neurons in each hidden layer have smaller MAE 
and RMSE than those having 50 neurons in each hidden layer, indicating more neurons lift the 
accuracy level. Another important observation is that a good model is not necessarily to have as many 
layers as possible, consistent with our expectation. For example, given all models with 50 neurons in 
each hidden layer, the best model with lowest MAE and RMSE has four hidden layers, and given all 
models with 100 neurons in each hidden layer, the best model with lowest MAE and RMSE has only 
two hidden layers. Therefore, it also implies that there is no general optimal solution for neural 
networks. By involving in the results of linear regression model, a conclusion can be drawn that all 
deep learning models outperform the simple linear regression. In all cases, the MAE and RMSE of 
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linear regression is the upper bound for others. 
The Figure-2 displays the relation between the number of hidden layer and evaluation metrics 
for models with 50 neurons, while the Figure-3 is made for 100-neuron models. There is no big 
difference between the trend of MAE and RMSE corresponding to hidden layers and both curves are 
U-sharp with optimal solutions. As a result, we find if the deep learning model with 4 hidden layers 
and 50 neurons in each performs the best among all 50-neuron models. The model with 2 hidden layers 
and 100 neurons in each even better than previous one, with the lowest MAE and RMSE. 
Figure-2: Deep learning models with 50 neurons in each hidden layer 
 
Figure-3: Deep learning models with 100 neurons in each hidden layer 
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4.2   PREDICTION RESULTS OF INPUT MODELS 
Since best models with 50 and 100 neurons respectively have been observed, further 
comparisons are shown in Table-2 depending on changes of inputs.  
The four hidden-layer model with 50 neurons in each layer and two hidden-layer model with 
100 neurons in each layer are selected from the previous work. At the same time, the linear model 
using same sets of data is conducted, showing its goodness in Table-2. A new evaluation method is 
introduced to compare models with different types of input in this section, called Volatility of 
Forecasted Errors (VFE). It is the standard deviation of forecast errors. The VFE and RMSE have 
almost the same values but the VFE is more direct and easier to understand intuitively. When it comes 
to models with different size of samples, especially for the comparison in this part, the VFE is preferred 
for more precise estimation of models. 
It can be concluded that both technical indicators and liquidity measures contribute to the deep 
learning prediction because models with all inputs have the lowest VFE compared with technical-
indicator-only models and liquidity-measure-only models seen in Table-2. Technical indicators might 
be better input for return predictions than liquidity measures because technical-indicator-only models 
have much lower VFE than liquidity-measure-only models. The reason why technical indicators 
surpass liquidity measures are various. One possible answer could be that there are 15 technical 
indicators and only 5 liquidity measures, thus the limitation of liquidity measures may result from the 
lack of computation methods. Technical indicators, on the other hand, are more developed in past 
decades. 
Table-2: VFE of neural networks and linear regression 
Notes: Volatility of Forecasted Errors (VFE) is the standard deviation of forecast errors and it is used to 
evaluate models having different input scales. The object of comparison includes two models with the 
lowest RMSE and MAE having 50 and 100 neurons respectively. 
  4*50 2*100 Linear 
All Inputs 6.3695 5.6265 7.1976 
Tech. Only 6.8165 5.9534 6.7223 
Liquid. Only 8.1689 8.0394 8.9180 
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4.3   PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION 
Based upon the above comparisons, it is hard to draw further conclusions concerning the 
goodness of neuron network models. After all, the deep learning process is hidden in so called “black 
box” and evaluation metrics such as MAE and RMSE tell limited information about the goodness of 
models. Therefore, a portfolio construction strategy is employed to help understand the capability and 
application of predicted results. 
The best model assessed previously with lowest errors is the one with 2 hidden layers and 100 
neurons in each, hence predictions of this model is implemented as the representative of deep learning 
forecasting. Before moving to further statistic test, it has been revealed by some example histograms, 
e.g. Figure-A2 and Figur-A3 in Appendix that predicted returns of each month follow a roughly normal 
distribution, so the student t test can be applied to test the statistical significance.  
The methodology of portfolio construction strategy that is to build equally weighted high-
return portfolios and low-return portfolios under neural networks and linear regression respectively. 
At first, 217 of return predictions in each predicting month are sorted in descending order. The top-50 
return group and bottom-50 return group are formed 24 times during the two-year period. The next 
step is to equally weight each stock in top and bottom categories, generating High-return Portfolio 
(HRP) and Low-return Portfolio (LRP) in each month. The stock composition could be different over 
time, indicating both of portfolios need to be monthly rebalanced. At last, the return of portfolios is 
calculated based on the actual return of each composition and the series of return spreads between 
high and low is tested with student t-test. In the following paragraph, HRP-DP and LRP-DP refers to 
portfolios based on the best deep learning model and HRP-LR and LRP-LR indicates portfolios 
constructed with linear regression. All predictions are generated with all types of inputs.  
HRP-DP shows average 7.50% monthly return and LPR-DP shows average monthly return of 
-4.61%, seen in Table-3. Meanwhile, the average monthly return of Nikkei from 2016 to 2017 is 1.24%, 
as the benchmark. Rreturn of HRP-LR is 6.67% and return of LRP-LR is -4.15%. The difference 
between top portfolio and bottom portfolio is large and statistically significant, since both p-value are 
smaller than 5%. 
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Table-3:  Results of Welch’s two-sample t test 
Notes: In statistics, Welch's t test, or unequal variances t-test, is a two-sample location test which is used to 
test the null hypothesis that two populations have equal means. Welch's t test is an adaptation of Student's t 
test and is more reliable when the two samples have unequal variances and unequal sample sizes. Here 95% 
confidence interval is used. 
Mean (%): HRP-DP 7.5023   Mean (%): HRP-LR 6.6689 
Mean (%): Nikkei 225 1.2434   Mean (%): Nikkei 225 1.2434 
Diff. (%) 6.2588   Diff. (%) 10.8215 
t statistic 4.7684   t statistic 4.1845 
p-value (95% C.I.) 0.0000   p-value (95% C.I.) 0.0000 
 
Portfolios built under deep learning regression have bigger t statistics, indicating that deep 
learning method distinguish the well-performed and poor-performed stocks better than simple linear 
regression. As long as the good and bad stock shares are apart, it is easier for investors to apply further 
strategies, like long-short strategy, and generate excess return.  
As a result, the return of high-return portfolios predicted by deep learning models precede the 
benchmark Nikkei 225 index and low-return portfolios both with great statistical significance. The 
larger number of t statistic in terms of the difference between HRP-DP and Nikkei 225 than that in 
terms of the difference between HRP-LR and Nikkei 225 shows that the deep learning model has 
greater forecasting power than linear regression. We draw return series of HRP-DP, LRP-DP and 
Nikkei 225 from 2016 to 2017 in Figure-4. Return curve of HRP-DP is always above that of LRP-DP 
and monthly returns of Nikkei 225 are roughly between the two curves. The trend of all curves is 
similar and shows co-movement in general.  
Figure-4: Return of HRP-DP, LRP-DP and Nikkei 225 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we explore the prediction function and relative performance of artificial neural 
networks with H2O platform. The hidden layers and layer size of neural networks attach a great 
importance for prediction power and for particular problem like return prediction in this paper, specific 
scales of hidden layers and neurons are pre-set to find the optimal combination. As for input, this paper 
chooses technical indicators and liquidity measures to predict stock return in one month with moving 
windows, which help improve the robustness of model. The main conclusion is that neural network 
model with all of inputs and 100 neurons in 2 hidden layers has the best forecast results than others, 
depending on the evaluation metrics MAE and RMSE, and both technical and liquidity proxies make 
contribution to a better prediction. The further application of neural network predictions is to build 
ranked portfolios. It has been found out that relatively high return stocks predicted by neural networks 
have significantly higher actual return than that of relatively low return stocks grouped in the same 
way, hence the prediction lead by neural networks is able to provide a certain of accuracy in predicting 
the Japanese stock market.  
Based on the current results and achievement, there are further progresses can be made. The 
linear regression already built in this research is based on weak-form efficiency hypothesis, therefore 
only market data are used as input. To check out higher efficiency, some fundamental factors like asset 
size and book-to-market ratio can be used to build another linear regression and see if the result is 
better than the deep learning model. In terms of tools, there is a more advanced function of H2O called 
H2O grid search that is capable of optimizing the hyperparameter, etc. hidden layer(s) and neurons. If 
this function is conducted, there could be a more precise model of neural networks with not only 50 
or 100 neurons. This function is quite time-consuming, while the run time needed is already an existing 
problem in current research where each stock needs at least twenty minutes to complete one prediction. 
The trade-off between running time and prediction accuracy has been a primary research topic in deep 
learning field, hence there could be more research of different in our case to find a better balance point 
in case of expanding our stock scale to the larger universe. 
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APPENDIX 
Figure-A1: Histogram of Stock Industry Distribution 
Notes: Our dataset is comprised of 217 stocks that belong to Nikkei 225 from 2010 through 2017. The 
Industry distribution of our stock universe show as follows. 
 
 
 
 
Table-A1: Descriptive Statistics of Model Variables 
Notes: Several descriptive statistics of one response variable (Ret) and twenty input variables are displayed 
in this table. The return (Ret) number is in percentage and show in the first column. The descriptive statistics 
include the average (Mean), median, mode, standard deviation (Std. D), variance (Var.), minimum and 
maximum of time series data from 2010 to 2017. 
 
  Ret ILLIQ LMx Turn Gamma LOT 
Mean 1.2262 0.1234 0.0001 71.2599 0.0000 0.0077 
Median 1.0519 0.0624 0.0001 55.1515 0.0000 0.0062 
Mode 0.0000 0.0272 0.0001 35.2943 0.0000 0.0063 
Std. D 8.9152 0.2438 0.0000 63.7079 0.0002 0.0075 
Min -77.9565 0.0014 0.0000 10.5583 -0.0042 0.0000 
Max 76.1628 3.3641 0.0004 926.3438 0.0046 0.0695 
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Table-A1: Descriptive Statistics of Model Variables (continued) 
 B% CMCI ADX MACD RSI TAS_K 
Mean 1.3786 28.6 24.4 18.0  53.0 54.3 
Median 1.4727 32.8 22.9 13.2  51.8 55.9 
Mode 0.5000 -57.7 17.4 - 39.1 50.0 
Std. D 3.2097 107.8 9.2 105.8  11.6 28.2 
Min -9.3655 -366.8 7.4 -3,072.0 17.7 0.0 
Max 10.4183 437.5 65.1 1,827.3  93.4 100.0 
 
Table-A1: Descriptive Statistics of Input Variables (continued) 
  TAS_D ATR PTPS FG WLPR MOMENTUM 
Mean 54.0  301.8 2,231.2 149.2 -45.3 138.5  
Median 55.3  218.2 1,614.8 66.8 -43.4 62.8  
Mode 52.9  195.0 3,040.0 187.4 0.0 -20.0 
Std. D 23.5  403.1 2,921.9 959.2 28.2 1,007.4  
Min 2.3  13.9 86.8 -19,167.7 -100.0 -31,485.0 
Max 98.2  7,730.7 61,970.0 25,319.0 0.0 24,665.0  
 
Table-A1: Descriptive Statistics of Input Variables (continued) 
  ROC HURST RETRACEMENT 
Mean 23.3 0.7110 2,226.5 
Median 8.7 0.6173 1,629.8 
Mode 0.0 0.4367 1,252.0 
Std. D 67.0 3.6371 2,794.4 
Min -94.9 -44.3243 131.5 
Max 674.4 161.4512 46,460.0 
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Figure-A2: Histogram of Oct. 2017 Predicted Returns by Deep Learning 
Notes: This histogram depicts return predictions of 217 stocks in October 2017, from the two-layer neural 
network model that has 100 neurons in each layer with all inputs. Horizontal axis captures equal interval of 
monthly returns from -14.4% to 21.6% and vertical axis counts the number of returns in each interval. 
 
 
 
 
Figure-A3: Histogram of Oct. 2017 Predicted Returns by Linear Regression 
Notes: This histogram depicts return predictions of 217 stocks in October 2017, from the linear regression 
model with all inputs. Horizontal axis captures equal interval of monthly returns from -14.4% to 21.6% and 
vertical axis counts the number of returns in each interval. 
 
 
